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PRINT DEVELOPMENT
Lucy & Yak’s prints are made to be unique and individual with no two pattern being the 
same as one another. Kirath’s wallpaper has been designed so that it doesn’t have to 
be lined up in a linear pattern. With this in mind, the print that has been created for the 
Spring/Summer collection has been designed so each piece has a bit of individuality to 
it. The designs reflects on the authenticy of Kirath’s designs but also channels through 
inspiration from a mix of different sources. This particular print is called Summer Musings 
inspired by the Brighton pavillion, seaside vibes, candyfloss pink and, of course, where 
our first shop was based.  

 The second collection with Kirath Ghundoo has landed ready to brighten your summer 
wardrobe. Kirath has returned to specially pick out nine pieces, including Addison 

shorts, a long-awaited Juni mini dress and our Timmy dungarees in a limited-edition print, 
featuring some of our signature Lucy & Yak designs but with a modern twist and in new 

colourways including Banana Milkshake, Bright Blue and Cotton Candy. 

Made from our newly beloved hemp fabrics, that are designed to keep you cool in 
summer from local businesses found in Rajasthan. With a new twist on our classic 

shapes, pockets so you don’t have to worry about a bag on those summer beach walks 
and some new styles that we know you’re going to love but with a unique taste and 

traditional seasonal colours. 

The collection is shot in the coastal town of Brighton, paying tribute to the location of 
where our first shop was opened in 2019. 

We’ve expanded our sizing from last year, so this collection comes in sizes 4-20, again 
with no changes to the fit! 

There will also be a limited edition print specifically curated for our Original Corduroy 
Dungarees and Boilersuit which we know you’re going to love – oh, and there is now a 

subscription service available to our Yak lovers that you should totally check out! 





£48

‘JENI’ ORGANIC COTTON TWILL DRESS
Our ‘Jeni’ Jumpsuit is the newest addition to our summer collection and in three 

beautiful colours: Banana Milkshake, Cotton Candy and Bright Blue. 

Made from a beautiful organic cotton twill, it’s breathable anmd lightweight while still 
being slightly thicker and more hardwearing. 

Jeni features 2 pockets and button down front with our classic coconut button style. It 
has a sleeveless style with a super flattering fit! 

This is a perfect summer wardrobe staple but can also be layered up in the colder 
months too. 



£28 

‘MIA’ SHORTS IN ORGANIC COTTON 
Same comfort as our Kia trousers but now a 
pair of shorts with a unique tie waist made 
using recycled boat rope. Mia is a versatile 

pair of shorts bound to have a super 
flattering fit! 

Made from lovely organic cotton, they have 
a relaxed oversized style perfect for summer 

months. With a thick waist for maximum 
comfort - these are pretty cool and great if 

you have long legs too. 

The can be worn at waist height or higher 
up above the waist for a more flattering 

look. The shorts also have two deep pockets 
perfect for your shell collection and a pair of 

keys! 

Mia is similar to Kia and Alexa, however, 
they have a slightly lighter fabric to keep you 
cool. They also have a more generous fit so 
we recommend that if you found the others 
to be your perfect size, to down size in the 

Mia. 





£18 

‘LOLA’ FULL LENGTH TEE 
Our new full length Lola tee is what we know you have all been waiting for! 

These tops are some of our fave - pair them with your fave pair of shorts or style 
them under our limited edition Timmy’s! 

Designed to be flattering on all shapes and sizes. The Lola has a boxy, oversized 
shape that is perfect for tie-in up, tucking in or layering up on the evenings. Oh, 

and we’ve added a pocket too! 

100% Organic Cotton



£32 

‘DOROTHY’ SKIRT IN ORGANIC COTTON 
We know how many of you have been waiting for an organic cotton skirt and here it is! 

A super high-waisted skirt with a thick waistband in a gorgeous spot print. Roomy on 
the hips and the perfect length. Dorothy is super flattering and made from a lightweight 

organic linen material - ideal for keeping you cool during summer. 

The waistband can sit low on the waist to give you a midi length (just after the knee) or 
you can roll it up and put it high on the waist for a mini skirt fit. Either way it looks great 

with sandals and one of our crop tops! 







£38 

‘EDGER’ HEMP COTTON CARDIGAN
Our cardigan is gonna be your new fave cover-up for the chillier evenings! 

Unlike last season’s Harley edition, Edger is a lot more fitted. With the same coconut 
button fastening, cosy cuffs at the wrist and an elasticated bottom hem. Full length, 

made from our new hemp fabric, designed to keep you cool during summer! 

Not only is the caridgan available in the classic season colours but we’ve even added a 
striped number for those of you who are a bit more daring. Great with our high waisted 

Addisons or layering up the Jeni dress. 



£36 

‘ADDISON’ HIGH WAISTED 
ORGANIC COTTON TWILL 

SHORTS
We know how much you love our Addison jeans, 

but now it’s in a lovely pair of shorts!  

The same super high-waisted shape with a thick 
sturdy waistband and one L&Y buttons for closure.

Really roomy hips (these have been called the 
“magic shorts” by our staff!) and a perfect length.  
Two deep pockets on the hip and two deep pockets  

on the leg too. 

Addison is super flattering, made from thick, 
hardwearing, denim-weigh 100% organic cotton - 

your new fave shorts! Smart and tailored yet comfy 
and casual.

The waistband sits high up at the smallest point 
on the waist so don’t forget to check your 

measurements. 





KIRATH LIMITED EDITION ‘ORIGINAL’ 
CORDUROY IN SUMMER MUSINGS

Introducing our highly anticipated designer collaboration, limited edition Summer Musings 
print. 

Printed on organic cotton in our classic cuts - signature tie straps and oversized fit with 3 front 
pockets and a tapered leg. The boilersuit has 4 front pockets and coconut button fastening. 

We have worked hard for months to source the perfect corduroy for our dungas and 
boilersuits and we found it! This super soft, organic mid-weight corduroy is sustainable and 

ethically made! What more could you want? Oh comfort of course, yeah we got that covered 
too! They’re 98% cotton, with 2% elastane for a little bit of stretch so they move with you! 

This time round we have added the Timmy dungarees to our limited edition range. They 
still feature our signature strap with a racerback shape at the back. Chest pocket, deep hip 

pockets and two at the back - 5 in total! Mid-thigh length shorts (depending on your height of 
course) and great for rolling up if you prefer them shorter. 

We’ve ditched the two buttons and made it easier by adding one for you to cinch it in at the 
waist. 100% organic cotton twill for a lightweight, breathable feel - perfect for the hot summer 

months!. 

£40 



£50

£68 




